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ABSTRACT

Structure-borne source which transmits vibration power to the supporting structure especially in buildings plays a major role in contributing structure-borne noise. The structure-borne sources are also capable of causing damage to the receiver structures. In order to prevent noise radiation and structural failure, it is important to characterise the structure-borne sound source and to recognize its potential input power. However, the knowledge of the force excitation behaviors from the structure-borne source which creates variability in the input power is still lacking. To give an effective insight of the structural mechanism excited by the structure-borne source, some uncertainties such as the amplitude, excitation phase and location of the excitation force which create the variability in the input power are modelled in this study. Quantification of the uncertainties of the maximum-minimum bands, frequency-averaged mean and variance are obtained from the variability of input power in the infinite and finite structures. It is shown that the variability of the input power reduces as the frequency increases. It is also found that the quantifications of the variability from the finite structure can also be approached using the infinite structure.

For characterisation of the structure-borne sound source, thin and thick reception structures are used for the velocity source and the force source assumptions in the reception plate test. It is shown that, the reception plate for the force source assumption, the averaging spatial response across the plate area having low modal density is found to be problematic due to high variability of the plate velocity. Therefore, to obtain a more representative spatially averaged mean-squared velocity, only response points closed to the contact points are taken into account in the calculation. The results show that the measured source mobility from the reception plate is improved. Characterisation using a beam structure is also found feasible in the ‘reception structure technique’.
ABSTRAK


Untuk pencirian sumber bunyi bawaan-struktur, struktur penerima tebal dan nipis digunakan untuk andaian sumber halaju dan sumber daya dalam ujian kaedah plat penerimaan. Ia telah menunjukkan bahawa, dalam kaedah penerimaan plat untuk andaian sumber daya, purata respon ruangan di seluruh kawasan plat yang mempunyai kepadatan modal yang rendah didapati bermasalah disebabkan oleh kepelbagaian halaju plat yang tinggi. Oleh itu, untuk mencari 'min-halaju kuasa dua' yang lebih efektif, hanya pengukuran respon ruangan berhampiran dengan pusat perhubungan (berhampiran motor) diambil dalam pengiraan. Keputusan menunjukkan bahawa mobiliti daripada sumber yang diukur daripada plat penerimaan telah ditambah baik. Pencirian menggunakan rasuk juga didapati boleh dilakukan dalam ujian ‘kaedah penerimaan plat’.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Noise and vibration in buildings are among the engineering problems need to be solved to provide comfort environment as well as to prevent any unwanted structural damage. Noise in buildings can be divided into two categories based on its transmission path i.e. as airborne and structure-borne noise (Wang, 2010).

The airborne noise is defined when the sound wave generated by a noise source travels through the air and reaches the receiver directly, or it can first reach the wall structure and causes the wall to vibrate and the vibration eventually radiates noise. The noise radiated due to unstable flow from the air conditioning ventilation is the example of the direct airborne noise.

Structure-borne noise however, plays a major part in contributing to the noise pollution in buildings. Most of the noise is often generated by the vibration waves from vibrating and rotating components of mechanical services in buildings. The structure-borne sound originates due to internal force which is acting within a vibrating machine. From the vibrating sources, the vibrational energy is passed to the supporting structure and propagates through the wall, floor and other neighbouring structures in the buildings. Illustration of the airborne and structure-borne noise is shown in Figure 1.1.
The vibration of these structures then causes annoying noise radiation and risks to environment, people’s activity and health effect (Flindell and Walker 2005). Examples of the structure-borne sources in the buildings are fans, compressor, hydraulic equipment, electrical motors, heating pump and washing machines as seen in Figure 1.2.

![Figure 1.1 An illustration of airborne and structure-borne sound transmission path (Source: Author’s original work).](image)

For a long period, the structure-borne sources are capable of injecting high level vibration input power that is hazardous to the receiver structures. The symptoms of structural damage are sometimes not visible and unexpected accident might be occurred due to the lack of knowledge especially the information of input power injected from the machines. Thus, sufficient information about the vibration input power from the structure-borne sound sources is important as a preliminary control measurement. This allows the structural engineers to take a precaution and preventive actions by ensuring the supported structure is strong enough to absorb the potential of the vibration power and also to comply with the acceptable radiated noise levels.